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Nesting is a  way of transforming a  tirst-normal-form relation into a  structure with set- 
valued entries in some posit ions instead of atomic entries. In this paper  we study how 
functional and  multivalued dependenc ies interact with nesting. W e  descr ibe how nesting 
preserves, alters, or destroys dependenc ies holding in a  tirst-normal-form relation. W e  then 
consider dependenc ies which hold in each  block of the horizontally decomposed relation 
induced by  nest ing and  study the relationship between these “local” dependenc ies and  “global” 
dependenc ies in the normalized relation. 0 1985 Academic PESS, IX. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The  relational database mode l has been  the subject of a  great deal of research 
during the past decade since it was introduced by Codd [lo]. Since this fundamen- 
tal paper  was published, the principal research mode ls have been  the normal forms 
of the relational mode l. Recently, however, the integration of allied functions such 
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as information retrieval of textual data, image processing, and form processing has 
been proposed [2, 4, 17, 19, 211. For these applications, the standard first normal 
form (1NF) relational model must be enhanced to handle less structured data, such 
as hierarchies and repeating values. The idea of relaxing the first normal form 
restriction was put forward by Makinouchi in 1977 [20]. Jaeschke and Schek [ 181 
studied two operators, nesting, and unnesting, to allow such a relaxation. Fischer 
and Thomas [14, 23, 241 analyzed these operators in a general setting and studied 
their interactions with the usual operators of the relational algebra. 
In this research, we study the interaction of the nest and unnest operators with 
functional and multivalued dependencies. Dependencies were incorporated in the 
relational database model to represent integrity constraints in the system being 
modeled and have proven useful in the scheme design process. Functional depen- 
dencies (FDs) were introduced by Codd [ 111 and further characterized in [ 11. The 
role of FDs in normalization theory was developed in [IS, 8, 6, 5, 31. Delobel [ 121, 
Fagin [ 131 and Zaniolo [25] independently described multivalued dependencies 
(MVDs) to deal with relationships among set values. 
We will begin by considering the concepts of nesting and unnesting. We next 
generalize the notion of satisfaction of FDs and MVDs to deal with non-1NF 
relational structures. We study the relationship of dependencies which hold in the 
unnested (1NF) vs the nested form of a relation. Finally, we consider dependencies 
which hold in each block of the horizontally decomposed relation instance induced 
by nesting [16, 221. We study the relationship between those “local” dependencies 
and “global” dependencies in the unnested relation. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
We will be using standard notation for relational databases. An attribute is a 
symbol taken from a finite set, called a universe, U= (A,, AZ,..., A,}. For each 
attribute A, there is a set of possible values called its domain, denoted DOM(A). A 
tuple t over U is a mapping from U into the union of the attribute domains such 
that for each A E U, t(A) E DOM(A). The X-value of a tuple t, denoted t[X], where 
Xc U, is the restriction of this mapping to the set X. We will use capital letters 
from the beginning of the alphabet for single attributes and capital letters from the 
end of the alphabet for sets of attributes. The notation XY will be used to represent 
Xu Y, for X, Y c U. Similarly, for A E U, XA will mean Xu (A}. 
A relation r over U is a finite set of tuples over U. The projection of a relation r 
on X is the set (t[X] 1 t E r} and is denoted n,(r). 
The operators NEST and UNNEST were used by Jaeschke and Schek to convert 
normalized relations into unnormalized relations [ 181. Informally, nesting on a set 
of attributes 2 collects together into a set all tuples which agree on U- Z. 
Let r be a relation over U and let Z be a nonempty subset of U. We define 
r* =NEST,(r) as the relation over (U-Z) Z*, where DOM(Z*) is the set of 
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relations over Z. A tuple t* occurs in Y* if and only if there exists a tuple t in r such 
that: 
(1) t*[U--Z] = t[U-Z] and 
(2) t*(z*)=n,((t’ErIt’[U-Z]=t[U-Z]}). 
The operator UNNEST is defined as the left inverse of NEST. Thus for a relation 
s* with scheme P’, where Z* E V, UNNEST,,(s*) will produce the set of all tuples t 
over (V-Z*)Z such that for some tuplet*Es*, t[V-Z*]=t*[V-Z*], and 
t[Z] E t*(Z*). 
In [23, 241 it was shown that any valid sequence of NEST and UNNEST 
operations transforms a 1NF relation r into a structure which can be subsequently 
unnested to obtain r again. Thus, information representable in 1NF is not lost by 
nesting. On the other hand, nested structures may carry additional information 
which can be lost by unnesting [18, 231. In order for our results to hold for an 
arbitrary structure r, we shall agree not to unnest any of the already nested 
attributes of r, i.e., to treat them as basic attributes with complex domains. 
We extend the notions of satisfaction of FDs and MVDs in the natural way, with 
set-valued objects equal if and only if they are equal as sets. Thus, a relation r (not 
necessarily in 1NF) satisfies the functional dependency X + Y if and only if for all 
tuples t,, t2 E r, whenever t,[X] = tz[X], t, [ Y] = t2[ Y]. Further, a relation r 
satisfies the multivalued dependency X --H Y if and only if for all tuples t,, t2 E r, if 
t,[X]=t2[X] there exists a tuple ~,EY with t,[U-XY]=t,[U-XY] and 
t, [XY] = tz[XY]. We may also write X --H Y 1 (U- XY) to emphasize the com- 
plementation property of MVDs [7]. 
We must also note that FDs and MVDs might be valid in some subset of a 
relation but not in the entire relation. Such a dependency might be considered local 
to this subrelation. The standard definition requires a dependency to hold globally. 
We will first study global dependencies. 
3. NESTING AND FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES 
We now investigate the interaction between nesting and FDs. In each case, we 
shall consider two structures r and r* which satisfy r* = NEST,(r). IIf U denotes 
the scheme of r with Z c U, then the scheme of r* will be U* = (U- Z) Z*. 
LEMMA 1. The FD (U - Z) + Z* holds in r*. 
Proof: Immediate, from the definition of nesting (cf. [IS, 231). 1 
We first assume that nesting does not involve the left-hand side of an FD. We 
than vary the relationship of the nesting set Z to U- XY, the set of attributes not 
involved in the FD. In the first subcase, Z is contained in U- XY. 
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THEOREM 1. Assume XY n Z = 0. Then the FD X-, Y holds in r if and only if 
X+ Y holds in r*. 
Proof. Immediate, since 17,,(r) = IZxv(r*). b 
We now consider the subcase where Z is disjoint from U - XY. We first prove: 
LEMMA 2. Assume X n Z = 0. Then the FD X --) Z holds in r if and only if: 
(a) X-,Z* holds in r* and 
(b) for each tuple t* E r*, t*(Z*) is a singleton set. 
ProoJ Let W= U - XZ. Then the scheme of r may be written XZW, and the 
scheme of r* is XZ* W. Assume X -+ Z holds in r. Suppose a set S in the Z*-column 
of r* is not a singleton. Then there exists a tuple of r* of the form (x,S, w) and 
there exist two distinct members of S, say z, and z2. But (x, S, w) must have 
resulted from at least two tuples of r, including (x, zi, w ) and (x, z2, w ), thus 
violating X -+ Z in r. Hence, the sets must be singletons. This fact yields a natural 
isomorphism between r and r*, namely tuples with singleton sets in the Z*-column 
of r* correspond to tuples with a single data item in the Z-field of r and with 
corresponding values in all other columns. Under this condition X + Z holds in r if 
and only if X + Z * holds in r*. This completes the only if part. The converse 
follows immediately since condition (b) will guarantee the existence of the same 
isomorphism. 1 
THEOREM 2. Assume X n Y = 0 and Z c Y. Then X -+ Y holds in r if and only if: 
(a) X -+ (Y - Z) Z* holds in r* and 
(b) for each tuple t* Er*, t*(Z*) is a singleton set. 
Proof. From the decomposition property of FDs, we know X -+ Y holds in r if 
and only if X + Y - Z and X + Z both hold in r. Similarly, X -+ ( Y - Z) Z* holds 
in r* if and only if X-+ (Y-Z) and X + Z* both hold in r*. The result then 
follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. 1 
The next subcase is where Z contains U- XY. 
THEOREM 3. Assume X n Y = 0 and Z 2 (U - XY). Then X + Y holds in r if and 
only if: 
(a) X-+ (Y-Z) holds in r* and 
(b) n,,.(t*(Z*)) is a singleton for each t* E r*. 
Proof If X-, Y holds in r, then X+ Y-Z also holds in r by decomposition. 
Then part (a) follows from Theorem 1. Part (b) is proved by an argument similar 
to that in Theorem 2. Now assume X--f Y is violated in r. Then there exist tuples t, , 
t,Er such that t,[X]=tz[X] but either t,[Y-Z]#t2[Y-Z] or t,[YnZ]# 
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tz[YnZ]. In the first case, X + Y-Z is violated in r* since tl and tz will con- 
tribute to distinct tuples of r* after nesting. In the second case, we have 
t1 [XY- Z] = t,[XY- Z]. Thus, ti and t2 contribute to the same tuple t* E r* and 
condition (b) must be violated. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, if X + Y holds in r, then 
X + Z* holds in r*. 
ProoJ: From the assumptions, Xc (U- Z) c XY. If X -+ Y holds in r then 
X + (U- Z) holds in r, hence in r* by Theorem 1. From Lemma 1, (U- Z) + Z* 
holds in r*. The result follows from the transitivity property of FDs. 1 
The converse of Corollary 1 clearly does not hold. 
As previously mentioned, we have been assuming Xn Z = 0. The final subcase is 
where Z  splits U-XY (i.e., (U-XY)nZ#@ and (U-XY)-Z#@). We feel 
very little of value can be inferred in this situation about global FDs in r vs r* since 
if Z  splits U - XY, one can easily satisfy FDs in r* but violate their “natural” coun- 
terparts in r, and vice versa. 
We now present two results dealing with nesting on the left hand side of an FD. 
THEOREM 4. Assume X n Y = 0 and Z c X. Then the FD X + Y holds in r if and 
only if whenever there exist tupies t, , t2 E r* such that t,[X- Z] = t2[X- Z] and 
tl(Z*)nt,(Z*)#@ then tl[Y]=tz[Y]. 
Proof Let W  = U- XY. Then the scheme of r may be written (X- Z) ZY W  
and the scheme of r* will be (X- Z) Z* Y W, Assume X -+ Y holds in r. Suppose 
there are tuples (u, S, y, w) and (u, S’, y’, w’) in r* with Sn S’ # Qr and y fy’. 
Then for any z E Sn S’ the tuples (u, z, y, w ) and (u, z, y’, w’ ) must be in r, which 
would violate X + Y. Now suppose X + Y is violated in r. Then there are tuples 
(u, z, y, w ) and (u, z, y’, w’ ) in r with y # y’. After nesting there will be tuples 
(u, S, y, w) and (u, s’, y’, w’>, in r* with Sn S’ # 0, thus violating the con- 
dition. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, if the FD X -+ Y holds in r 
then the FD (X - Z) Z* + Y holds in r*. 
Proof Suppose t, , t, E r* satisfy the left hand side, i.e., t, [X- Z] = tz[X - Z] 
and t,(Z*) = t2(Z*). In particular, tl(Z*) n t2(Z*) # 0. Then Theorem 4 implies 
t,LYl= M -n I 
Remark 1. The converse of Corollary 2 does not hold. A counterexample is 
given in Table I. The relation r* = NEST,(r) satisfies (X-Z) Z* + Y but r does 
not satisfy (X- Z) Z  --, Y. 
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TABLE I 
r r* 
x-z Z Y W x-z Z* Y W 
u ZI 1’1 w u {zl w 
u ZI J’2 u u {z,.z*) ;: W’ 
u 22 1’2 w 
4. NESTING AND MULTIVALUED DEPENDENCIES 
In the case of multivalued dependencies we will assume that nesting does not 
involve the left-hand side X of an MVD. Unlike the situation for FDs we will not 
be able to relax this assumpton later (see Remark 3 below). Because of the sym- 
metry between the right-hand side Y of an MVD and the complement U - XY we 
find two basic subcases: (1) the nesting set Z is contained in Y or U- XY and (2) 
Z= Y or Z= U-XY. 
The first theorem on nesting and MVDs is straightforward. While it may be 
regarded as nesting “away” from the MVD, it is really an instance of the first sub- 
case. What is surprising is the variety of interesting results derivable from it. 
THEOREM 5. Assume XY n Z = a. Then the MVD X --H Y holds in r if and only 
if X -H Y holds in r*. 
Proof. Let W = U - XYZ. Assume X -++ Y holds in r. We need to show that for 
any two tuples in Y* of the form (x, y, S, w) and (x, y’, S’, w’), r* also contains 
the tuple (x, y’, S, w). For each z E S and z’ E S’ we know from the detinition of 
nesting, that (x, y, z, w ) and (x, y’, z’, w’) are tuples of r. Since X --t) Y holds in r, 
we also have (x, y’, z, w ) E r. From this we can conclude that r* contains a tuple 
(x, y’, S, w) with SI S. Thus, we need only show that S c S. For Z E S and z E S 
we know that (x, y’, Z, w ) and (x, y, z, w ) are tuples of r. Since X ++ Y holds in r, 
we also have (x, y, 2, w ) E r. Therefore, Z E S and S= S. Hence, X -+ Y holds in 
r*. 
To prove the convers we assume X -++ Y holds in r* and must show that for any 
tuples in r of the form (x, y, z, w ) and (x’, y’, z’, w’), r also contains the tuple 
(x, y’, z, w). By the definition of nesting on Z we know that r* contains tuples 
(x, y, S, w ) and (x, y’, S’, w’ ) such that z E S and z’ E S’, respectively. Since 
X ++ Y holds in r*, we have (x, y’, S, w) E r*. Then unnesting yields 
(x, Y’, z, w> E r. I 
COROLLARY 3. Assume X n Y = fa and Z c Y. Then the MVD X + Y holds in r 
if and only if X + ( Y - 2) Z* holds in r*. 
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Proof: Let W = U - XY. Then the scheme of r is XYW and the scheme of r* is 
X( Y - Z) Z* W. From the complementation rule of MVDs we know that X --w Y 
holds in r if and only if X + W holds in r. Since XWn Z= fzl, we may apply 
Theorem 5 to conclude that X --H W holds in r if and only if X --H W holds in r*. 
By complementation in the scheme of r* we obtain X + W holds in r* if and only 
if Xtr (Y-Z)Z* holds in r *. This establishes the desired result. 1 
The next two theorems deal with the second subcase and show an important con- 
nection between MVDs and nested structures. 
THEOREM 6. Assume Xn Z = 0. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) X+ Z holds in r. 
(2) X-H Z* holds in r* = NEST,(r). 
(3) X-t Z* holds in r* = NEST,(r). 
Proof The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows immediately from Corollary 3 by 
setting Z= Y. (3) implies (2) is trivial since an FD logically implies the 
coresponding MVD. Now assume X --tt Z* holds in r*. From Lemma 1, 
(U- Z) + Z* holds in r *. Then X-r Z* follows from the second mixed rule for 
FDs and MVDs [7]. Hence (2) implies (3). 1 
The fact that (2) implies (3) in the above theorem was stated in [20]. The 
equivalence of (2) and (3) was shown in [18] for nesting over a single attribute. 
u 
THEOREM 7. Assume Xn Z = /25 and W = U - XZ; thus the scheme of r is 
’ = XZ W. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) X -++ ZJ W holds in r. 
(2) X-+ Z* holds in r* = NEST,(r), 
(3) X+ W* holds in NEST&r). 
(4) X + Z* W* holds in NEST W(NEST,(r)). 
(5) X-+ Z* W* holds in NEST,(NEST,(r)). 
ProoJ: Conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent by Theorem 6 as are (1) and (3). 
Again, we may apply Theorem 6 to conclude that (1) holds if and only if X -++ Z* 
holds in NEST,(r). Note that the scheme of NEST,(r) is XZ* W. By complemen- 
tation we conclude (1) holds if and only if X --t) W holds in r* = NEST,(r). Apply- 
ing Theorem 6 to r* with nesting on W, we conclude that X-W W holds in 
r* = NEST,(r) if and only if X -+ W* holds in NEST&NEST,(r)), hence if and 
only if (1) holds. Furthermore, by Theorem 1, (2) holds if and only if X --+ Z* holds 
in NEST &NEST,(r)), hence if and only if (1) holds. Thus, (1) is equivalent to (4) 
from the union rule for FDs. The fact that (1) is equivalent to (5) follows by a sym- 
metric argument. l 
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TABLE II 
We now show that the presence of a nontrivial MVD on r is sufficient to guaran- 
tee that certain NEST operators commute [ 18, 23, 151. 
THEOREM 8. Assume XnZ=@, W= U-XZ. If X--H ZI W holds in r then 
NEST &NEST,(r)) = NEST,(NEST &r)). 
Proof From Theorem 7, X-t Z* W* holds in both NEST,(NEST,(r)) and 
NEST,(NEST,(r)). This means that for each X-value in n,(r) there is only one 
tuple in NEST &NEST,(r)) with that X-value, i.e., if (x, S, T) and (x, s’, r) are 
tuples of NEST&NEST,(r)) then S= S’ and T= T’. Similarly, there is only one 
tuple in NEST,(NEST,(r)) for each distinct X value. For a given x, let 
(x, SI, T, ) denote the tuple in NEST&NEST,(r)) and (x, S,, T2 ) denote the 
corresponding tuple of NEST,(NEST,(r)). Let cxzx(r) be the subrelation of r 
having all tuples with X value x. Then S, =n,(ox,.(r))=S2 and 
T, = ZZ,((r,,,(r)) = T,. This gives the desired equalities. 1 
Remark 2. The converse of Theorem 8 does not hold. A counterexample is given 
in Table II. The relation r’ does not satisfy the MVD X -++ ZI W. However, 
NEST &NEST,( r’)) = NEST,(NEST ,,J r’)) as can be verified by the reader. 
Remark 3. There is no direct analogue of Theorem 3 for MVDs. In Table III, r 
satisfies XZ ++ Y but r* =NEST,(r) violates XZ* -++ Y. Furthermore, the 
relation r* consisting of the first and last tuples or r* in Table III satisfies 
XZ* + Y, but r= UNNEST,,(r*) violates XZ ++ Y. 
TABLE III 
r r* 
X z Y W x Z* Y W 
x z Y w x {z,z’) Y w 
x z Y’ w x Y’ W 
x z Y W’ Y 
x z Y’ W’ x 
[“I Y W’ 
z Y’ w’ 
x z’ Y W 
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5. LOCAL DEPENDENCIES 
Our discussion now turns to the interaction between nesting and dependencies 
which are not necessarily of a global nature. A horizontal decomposition of a 
relation will be defined in terms of a partitioning of the set of tuples of r. Thus, a 
horizontal decomposition is a collection B of sets of tuples, called bfocks, such that 
the blocks are pairwise disjoint and their union is all of the tuples of r. 
Given any horizontal decomposition B of r, a dependency is said to be local to a 
block b E B if the dependency holds in b, where b is viewed as a separate relation. It 
is said to be uniformly local if it holds for all blocks b E B. A dependency is global if 
it holds for all of r. Clearly, for the trivial decomposition B containing all of r all 
three notions are equivalent. 
Any nesting operation induces a horizontal decomposition on r, where each 
block b of the partition B consists of those tuples of r which contribute to a tuple of 
r*. Alternatively, given r * = NEST,(r), each block b E B can be obtained by perfor- 
ming UNNEST,.( { t* } ), where t* is a single tuple of r*. 
Just as nesting produces a particular FD even in the presence of no previous 
dependencies (Lemma 1 above), unnesting produces a certain MVD. We give the 
result for two nests; it easily generalizes to n > 2 nests over disjoint sets of 
attributes. 
LEMMp 3. Let X, Z, Wpartition U. Let t* be any tuple in NEST,(NEST,(r)). 
Then the MVD X - 21 W holds in UNNEST,.(UNNEST,.( { t*})). 
Proof: t* is of the form (x, S, T). The block induced by unnesting will contain 
tuples of the form (x, z, w) for all (z, W) ES x T. 1 
We may interpret Lemma 3 as saying the MVD will hold uniformly locally in the 
horizontal decomposition induced by NEST &NEST,(r)). 
In general, global FDs will induce uniformly local FDs. Hence one seeks results 
where the presence of certain local FDs will guarantee a global FD. We believe the 
following theorem 
r* = NEST,(r). 
is a good characterization of this property. Again, 
THEOREM 9. Let Wn Z= Iz, and XY c Z. Then W + Z and WX + Y hold 
globally in r if and only if W + Z* holds globally in r* and X + Y holds uniformly 
locally in r*. 
Proof: If W + Z holds in r, then W + Z* holds in r* from Theorem 6. Since 
W n Z = 0, all tuples in a block induced by r* must have the same W value. Since 
WX- Y holds globally in r, X-+ Y holds within each block, i.e., holds uniformly 
locally in r*. 
Now suppose W --) Z* holds globally in r* and X-+ Y holds locally. Then 
W ++ Z holds in r by Theorem 6. Now consider tuples of the form 
t,=(w,x,y,s,v) and t,=(w,x,y’,s’,v’) in r, where s, s’EZ-XY and v, 
v’ E U- WZ, To show that WX + Y holds in r we need to show y = y’. Since 
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W ++ Z holds, the tuple t3 = (w, x, y’, s’, v ) is also in r. But t, and t, are in the 
same block of the decomposition induced by r*, since they agree on U - 2. Hence 
the desired equality y = y’ follows from the local dependency X + Y. 1 
COROLLARY 4. Let XY c Z. Then (U - Z) X -+ Y holds in r if and only if X -+ Y 
holds uniformly locally in r*. 
Prooj: The MVD (U - 2) ++ Z holds trivially in r and the FD (U - Z) + Z* 
holds in r* by Lemma 1. The result follows immediately from Theorem 9. 1 
A result analogous to Theorem 9 holds for MVDs. 
THEOREM 10. Let Wn Z = /21 and XY c Z. Then W ++ Z and WX --H Y hold in 
r if and only if W + Z* holds globally in r* and X --H Y holds uniformly locally in 
r*. 
Proof As before W ++ Z holds in r if and only if W -+ Z* holds in r* from 
Therem 6. Consider tuples of the form (x, x, y, s, v ) and (w, x, y’, s’, u ) in the 
same block b of the decomposition induced by r* with s, s’ E Z - XY and 
v E Y - WZ. From the MVD WX + Y we conclude that (w, x, y’, s, v ) is in r and 
in the same block b. Thus, the block b satisfies X -++ Y. For the converse, consider 
the tuples t, and t, in the proof of Theorem 9. We know t, E r and we wish to show 
t, = (w, x, y’, s, r ) E r. Since t, and t, are in the same block of r* the local depen- 
dency X + Y will yield the desired result. 1 
COROLLARY 5. Let XY c Z. Then (U-Z) X --H Y holds in r if and only if 
X + Y holds uniformly locally in r*. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 10. 1 
6. DISCUSSION 
In Sections 3 and 4 of this paper, we studied how dependencies (FDs and MVDs) 
interact with nesting. The following cases gave pleasing results: 
(1) nesting away from a dependency; 
(2) nesting on the right-hand side of a dependency; 
(3) nesting on a part of the right-hand side of an FD; 
(4) nesting on a part of the left-hand side of an FD. 
When nesting is done away from a dependency holding in r the same dependency 
holds in the nested relation r* (Theorems 1 and 5). Since r* has less redundancy 
than r, dependency checking can be done more efficiently. Although we only deal 
with FDs and MVDs we believe that this result can be generalized to a larger class 
of dependencies. 
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When nesting is done on the right-hand side or part of the right-hand side of an 
FD (Lemma 2 and Theorem 2), singleton sets are produced in the Z* column of 
the nested relation, thus essentially creating the same relation. We therefore believe 
that nesting in this case should be avoided. 
Theorem 4 gives a result for nesting on part of the left-hand side of an FD. 
Basically, it says that to enforce the original FD X+ Y, rewritten as 
(X-Z) Z* + Y, in nested form, we replace the condition that two Z values be 
equal by the condition that two sets over Z* overlap (i.e., have a nonempty inersec- 
tion). We also showed that a similar result for MVDs does not hold. 
The situation in Theorem 3 does not fit neatly into the above characterization. 
The essence of that theorem is that the left-hand side of the FD determines U- Z, 
i.e., all of the unnested attributes. 
The most interesting results are obtained when nesting is performed on the right- 
hand side of an MVD X-H Z. Theorem 6 gives an alternative characterization of 
MVDs, independent of any notion of vertical decomposition, i.e., the MVD X + Y 
holds in Y if and only if the FD A’--+ Z* holds in r* = NEST,(r). Moreover, this 
characterization is quite natural as the following classical example illustrates. Sup- 
pose we want to maintain a database of employees (E), the children (C) of each 
employee and the departments (D) each employee works for. It is well known that 
the MVD E ++ Cl D must hold. The intuitive meaning of this dependency is that 
an employee has a unique set of children and a unique set of departments he or she 
works for. It is therefore natural that the dependency E -+ C*D* holds in 
r* * = NEST&NEST,(r)). (We also know r** =NEST,(NEST,(r)) by 
Theorem 8.) The interesting and important side effect is that r has been converted 
into a representation satisfying 4NF without vertical decomposition (cf. [ 131). 
Furthermore since UNNEST,(UNNEST,(r**)) = r, we have not lost any infor- 
mation. We believe that this result could be a useful contribution to normalization 
theory and the role of MVDs in relational database design. 
Since nesting induces a horizontal decomposition of r we studied how global 
dependencies holding in r induce similar but “stronger” dependencies in the blocks 
of r and vice versa. The fact that each block also satisfies certain stronger dependen- 
cies might lead to some efficiencies in query processing. Theorems 9 and 10 essen- 
tially tell us that in the presence of an MVD X + Z, dependencies “embedded” in 
the right-hand side Z are not affected by nesting on Z. 
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